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SPECIFICATION

Stair climbing devices

5 The present invention relates to stair climbing
devices in particular to wheel chairs with
reference to which it will be described.
There have been many proposals for stair

climbing devices, some being for carrying
10 people and incorporating a seat and others for

carrying inanimate loads and then merely in-
corporating load carrying platforms.
The present invention is based on a novel

concept of wheel assembly which provides a
1 5 lifting force to smoothly lift a load up the

stairs while also being effective for transport-

.

ing a load along the flat. The wheel assembly
has two independently rotatable wheels
mounted on separate independently rotatable

20 arms mounted on a common pivot axis. The
basic principle of operation is to cause the
leading wheel to drivingly engage the tread
and riser of a step so as to hold the wheel
from slipping off the step, rotate the arm

25 about the wheel as a pivot by an angle less
than 90* so as to raise the common pivot axis
and then or simultaneously pivot the other
arm around the common pivot axis in the
same direction by more than 90' but not such

30 as to cause the two wheels to interfere and
preferably by an angle such that the angle
between the arm after the movement is not
less than 90' and particularly is 90\ and
thereafter to continue pivoting the first arm

35 until the wheel on the other arm contacts the
next step.

As is explained in more detail below this
principle of operation enables the mechanism
to climb a range of steps having significant

40 variation in tread depth and riser height while
at the same time ensuring safe and stable
engagement of the steps.

According to the broadest aspect of the
present invention a stair climbing device com-

45 prises load carrying means and one or more
stair climbing wheel assemblies located in
driving relationship to the load carrying
means, each wheel assembly having two arms
mounted for rotation about a common axis,

50 each arm carrying a drivable wheel at or
adjacent its end remote from the common
axis, each arm being drivable around the
common axis, and drive means whereby each
wheel and each arm can be driven indepen-

55 dentfy.

It will be appreciated that whilst mounting
of the arms on a common axis is the most
symmetrical arrangement and has benefits in
avoiding any interfference of the arms one

60 with the other, other arrangements using par-
allel adjacent axes with the arms mounted on
opposite faces of a member affording the axes
could be used. For simplicity of description
however the invention whilst not being limited

65 to the axes in fact being common will be
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described with reference to an arrangement in
which they are.

When the arms are mounted so that inter-
ference between the wheels is possible it is

70 desirable also to provide limiter means to
ensure that the angle between the arms can-
not be reduced to a value at which the wheels
interfere with each other, the minimum angle
preferably being 90".

75 Reference has been made to the device
having one wheel assembly. Hand trolleys are
known haying single auxiliary wheel assem-
blies to facilitate hand pushing up stairs.
These do not have the climbing structure

80 defined herein nor do they provide any lifting
force, they merely smooth out the passage up
the steps. Single wheel assemblies in accor-
dance with the present invention may be built
into such hand trolleys or may be provided for

85 detachable securement to such trolleys.
Pairs of wheel assemblies may also be pro-

vided on conventional wheel chairs to assist
manipulation of the wheel chair upstairs by a
helper of the actual user of the chair. The

90 wheel assemblies may be attached outboard
of the rear wheels or inboard thereof or in-
stead of the rear wheels. Such pairs of wheel
assemblies also may be provided as detacha-
ble units for securement to existing wheel

95 chairs or to replace the existing rear wheels of
the wheel chair.

The device preferably comprises a pair of
such stair climbing wheel assemblies located
on either side of the load carrying means and

1 00 most preferably two such pairs, one located
adjacent the front of the device and one
adjacent the rear.

Each arm and associated wheel is preferably
provided with associated transducer means to

105 sense upwards reaction and fore and aft reac-
tion on the wheel. This enables the device to
sense when it is on the flat or on a tread or
when it has engaged the riser of a step and
provides signals to initiate or control the step

110 climbing sequence of movements which the
device uses to climb stairs or descend stairs.

This transducer provision also enables the
device to adjust its movements to accommo-
date flights of stairs of different tread depth or

1 1 5 riser height or both from a previously climbed
flight and provides a capability that earlier
proposals do not seem to have possessed. In
addition due to the fact that the device senses
tread engagement and riser engagement for

1 20 each step h can also handle flights of stairs in
which the steps are not of even tread depth or
riser height or both. Again this is a . ffacility
which earlier proposals do not seem to have
possessed.

125 The invention thus also extends to a
method of climbing stairs which comprises

providing a stair climbing device in accor-
dance with the invention, and then carrying
out the following sequence of steps:

1 30 510) engaging with and driving into the
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riser of the first step either the front wheel or

wheels of the front wheel assembly or assem-
blies or the rear wheel or wheels of the rear

wheel assembly or assemblies when front and
5 rear assemblies are present, (this assembly,

which is the one which contacts the riser of

the first step, being referred to as the leading

assembly and the other assembly, if present,

being referred to in the description of the

1 1 0 operation of the device as the trailing assem-
bly, and this first engaged wheel being re-

ferred to as the first wheel and the other

wheel as the second wheel; it should be borne
in mind that after the second wheel has

1 5 completed a cycle of operation it becomes the
first wheel),

515) locking the first wheel relative to the

common axis or the member affording the

common axis and then rotating the first arm
20 up through an angle of less than 90" e.g. less

than 45' e.g. 30 to 40' relative to the first

wheel axle,

520) driving the second arm up and around
above the first arm about the common axis of

25 the wheel assembly and beyond it through an
angle in excess of 90* e.g. at least 1 20 or
150' and preferably 170 to 190' e.g. 180*,

steps 515) and 520) being carried out sepa-
rately in any order or together,

30 525) driving the first arm towards the verti-

cal or beyond (depending on the step dimen-
sions) until the second wheel makes contact

with the tread of the first step or the riser of

the second step or both, and holding the first

35 arm there, e.g. by continuing the drive or by
locking the drive or by actuating locking

means,

530) sensing whether the contact is with
the tread (upwards reaction here acting across

40 the arm) or the riser (fore and aft reaction here
acting along the arm) or both,

535) H the contact is with the tread only,

driving the wheel forwards towards the riser

until contact with the riser is sensed,
45 540) if the contact is with the riser only

driving the second arm further round and the
first wheel backwards away from the riser

until it is sensed that the second wheel is

making contact with both the first tread and
50 the second riser,

545) driving the second wheel forwards
towards the riser,

steps 550) to 580), the first arm and wheel
now undergo the same sequence of opera-

55 tions as undergone by the second wheel and
arm and the second arm and wheel the opera-
tions undergone by the first in steps 515) to

545), and the cycle of steps 515) to 580) is

continued until the absence of a riser is

60 sensed in step 535), under which condition

the wheel sensing the absence of a riser

reaction continues to be driven forward as if

towards the riser and no rotational movement
of the arm which is then the rear arm of the

65 assembly is initiated, instead the wheel of that

arm rises up the riser, the angle between the

arms remaining the same, until this wheel
also reaches the flat surface of the tread and
landing of the top step, at which stage the

70 climbing operation is complete.

The method of descending stairs comprises
the following sequence of steps:

600) the wheel assembly is driven towards
the edge of the top step,

75 605) the upwards reaction (here acting with

components along the arm and transverse to

the arm) on the wheel first reaching the edge
of the top step (the first wheel) reducing as

the axle of the wheel passes over the edge of

80 the step and sensing when there is no up-

wards reaction but only fore and aft reaction

from the riser of the top step,

610) driving the first wheel backwards (up-

sta^s) towards and into the riser while contin-

85 uing to drive the second wheel forwards
(downstairs) as if away from the riser along

the landing and tread of the top step,

615) sensing when there is both tread and
riser reaction on the first wheel,

90 620) while continuing backwards driving of

the first wheel towards the riser rotating the

first arm from the vertical forwards downstairs

and down towards the horizontal, through an
angle of less than 90* e.g. less than 45* e.g.

95 30* to 40* relative to the first wheel axle,

625) rotating the second arm forwards down-
stairs and down about the common axis of the

wheel assembly through an angle in excess of

90* e.g. at least 1 20* or 1 50* and preferably

100 170 to 190* e.g. 180*, steps 620) and 625)
being carried out separately in any order or

together,

630) driving the first arm towards the hori-

zontal or beyond (depending on the step di-

105 mensions) until the second wheel makes con-

tact with the tread of the third step from the

top or the riser of the second step from the

top or both,

635) sensing whether the contact of the

110 second wheel is with the tread (upwards reac-

tion) or the riser (fore and aft reaction) or

both,

640) if the contact is with the tread only,

driving the second wheel backwards towards
115 and into the riser and. the drive on the first

wheel (which is now the rear wheel) being
reduced to allow it to rise up the riser,

645) if the contact is with the riser only
driving the second wheel forwards until it

1 20 contacts the tread,

650) driving the second wheel backwards
towards and into the tread and riser, steps

655 to 685), the first arm and wheel now
undergo the same sequence of operations as

125 undergone by the second arm and wheel and
second arm and wheel the sequence of opera-

tions of the first arm and wheel in steps 620)

.

to 650),
690) the cycle of steps 620) to 685) is

1 30 repeated until the wheel which has just been
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moved from the trailing to the leading position
senses upward reaction but when driving
backwards reaches a position where the rela-
tive angle between the arms is 90* and there

5 is absence of riser reaction and that the arms
are sensed to be equally disposed about a
vertical line through the common axis of the
arms, and
695) driving both wheels forward away

1 0 from the riser together.
The load carrying means may be a common

axle affording the common axes or a member
joining the two common axes which may be
afforded by stub axles which then are dis-

1 5 posed in line. Alternatively the load carrying
means may be a beam or beams or members
adapted to be secured to a load carrying
frame or platform e.g. symmetrically on either
side of it, or when a single wheel assembly is

20 provided at or adjacent the fore and aft centre
line of the load carrying frame or platform e.g.
at one end thereof.

In a preferred form of the invention the load
carrying means are levers pivoted to a load

25 carrying frame so that the orientation of the
load carrying frame, whilst the device climbs
the stairs, may be kept largely the same as it

is when the device is on the flat.

More specifically a pair of load carrying
30 means are provided on either side of the load

carrying frame or platform and each may
comprise a pair of levers pivoted to each
other, one of the levers, the first lever, being
pivoted at or adjacent its free end to the load

35 carrying frame or platform at or adjacent its

front end and the other lever, the second
lever, being pivotally connected by a control-
lably extensible and retractable linkage which
is pivotally secured to the load carrying frame

40 or platform at a location remote from the
point of location of the first lever, the wheel
assembly or wheel assemblies being mounted
on the second lever.

Thus according to a preferred specific form
45 of the invention a vehicle capable of ascend-

ing and descending a straight flight of steps,
comprises a load carrying frame e.g. in the
form of an arm chair as in a conventional
wheel chair, first and second levers pivoted to

50 each other constituting the load carrying
means, disposed on either side of the frame,
the first lever being pivotally mounted on the
frame, and extension means connecting the
second lever to the frame, the extension

55 means being such that the orientation of the
second lever to the frame may be controllably
adjusted, each second lever carrying first and
second wheel assemblies each comprising at
least two wheels, each mounted on an arm,

60 each arm being independently mounted on
the second lever, the arms in a wheel assem-
bly being mounted on a common axis, and
preferably on concentric axes and being inde-
pendently drivable. each wheel also being

each wheel assembly whereby each wheel and
each arm in an assembly can be indepen-
dently and controllably driven, and preferably
limiter means for the arms to ensure that the

70 angle between the arms cannot be reduced to
a value at which the wheels interfere with
each other.

The first and second levers are preferably
pivoted to each other at the front end of the

75 second lever. Drive means may be provided
so that the first levers can be drivingly rotated
and held in any desired position relative to the
second lever.

According to another aspect of the present
80 invention a vehicle, for example a wheel chair,

comprising a load carrying frame, for example
a seat, arms and back rest located in a frame,
has a pair of bell crank levers constituting the
load carrying means, either side of the frame,

85 each bell crank lever comprising first and
second levers pivoted to each other, the first
lever being pivotally mounted on the frame,
and extension means connecting the second
lever to the frame, the extension means being

90 such that the orientation of the second lever
to the frame may be controllably adjusted,
each second lever carrying first and second
wheel assemblies, drive means also being
provided whereby each first lever can be dri-

95 vingry rotated relative to the second lever to
which it is pirvoted, the arrangement being
such that by extension of the extension means
and operation of the drive means the load

*^ carrying frame can be elevated relative to the
100 second levers.

This form of the invention provides a be-
nefit independent of the stair climbing ability
of the first aspect of the invention, namely
that witKout having the chair the user can

105 raise his eye level nearer to a normal standing
height and is thus more easily able to con-
verse with a standing person.

Returning now to the first aspect of the
invention, the stair climbing embodiment, the

11 0 front wheel assemblies are preferably
mounted coaxially with the pivot between the
first and second levers. The rear wheel assem-
blies are preferably mounted at or adjacent
tne r*ar of the second lever. Separate drive

1 1 5 means are preferably provided for each wheel
assembly and these may conveniently be
mounted on the second lever desirably on
flanges extending down from it so as to help

™ '0Wer th® Centre of 9ravitY of th« device and
1 20 preferably inboard of the second levers so as

to help keep the device as narrow as possible.
The second lever, when the device is in the
form of a wheel chair, preferably extends from

_ in front of the seat to behind the rear of the
1 25 seat e.g. so as to end below or just behind the

back rest of the seat.

The location of each front drive motor is
preferably in the front half of the second lever

*
des,rab,V nearer its mid-point than its front
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preferably just behind the rear mounting axte
or common axis of each rear wheel assembly.
The motors are desirably controlled to be

operable independently or in unison either

5 with a motor on its side of the device or with
its companion front or rear motor or all to-

gether and at the same or different speeds.
The arms in each wheel assembly may be

mounted coaxially by one arm having a hol-

10 low axle and the axle for the other arm
passing through it. Each axle will then carry a
drive member for its associated wheel as well
as its own drive member. Each motor prefera-
bly drives its arms and wheels through torque

15 limiting means e.g. torque clutches which
may be mechanical, electrical or hydraulic.
The clutches may be individually provided for

each wheel and each arm, or clutch means
common to selected combinations of arms

20 and wheels may be provided. The clutches
may be operable at preset or controllable
torque values.

Locking means may be provided for the
arms so that on the flat, the wheel assenv

25 blies can be canted so that only one wheel of
each assembly contacts the ground, and the
arm is locked stably in that position. Only this

wheel need then be driven. This, in reducing
frictional contact with the ground, can be

30 expected to aid manoeuverability of the device
on the flat.

The sequence of operations of the preferred
specific form of the invention described above
having fore and aft wheel assemblies follows

35 the same steps as described above for a single
wheel assembly. The movements of the arms,
that initially move-through less than 90*, have
to be carried out in unison but the movements
of the arms that move through more than

40 90*, are preferably carried out separately so
that at all times three wheels on each side of
the device are being driven into the tread and
riser of the step on which they rest.

This mode of operation is especially impor-
45 tant when an extra high riser is being negoti-

ated when two Wheels will in fact be being
driven only into the riser; such a circumstance
makes it even more important for the arms
which move through more than 90* to be

50 actuated separately.

The extension means preferably extend
from a location to the rear of the centre of
gravity of the frame or platform of the device
to a location on the second lever at or adja-

55 cent its mid-point e.g. between its mid-point
and the middle of the front half of the second
lever and preferably behind the front drive
motor. The locations conveniently provide
pivotal connections so that the extension

60 means can freely pivot at least in a plane
parallel to that of the second lever.

The extension means may be a screw or
ratchet mechanism e.g. driven by an offtake
from the front drive motor or a separate motor

65 or may be a hydraulic cylinder and piston

supplied with hydraulic fluid from a pump
which could again be driven by the front drive
motor or another motor. Whatever form the
extension means takes it is desirably controlla-

70 ble and preferably under the control of level

sensing means' so as" to operate to keep the
orientation of the frame or platform th"e"same
while the device climbs or descends stairs as
when it is on the flat.

75 Consideration of the centre of gravity of a
wheel chair carrying a person indicates that
the most stable configuration for climbing
stairs is for the wheel chair to go up
backwards (from the point of view of the

80 person sitting in the chair) and come down
forwards and this is the preferred mode of

operation for the device according to the
present invention when in the form of a wheel
chair.

85 The present invention can be put into prac-
tice in various ways and one specific embodi-
ment will be described to illustrate the inven-
tion with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings in which:

90 Figure 1 is a front elevation of the vehicle
in the form of a wheelchair for a person who
has lost the use of their legs:

Figure 2 is a side elevation of the wheel-
chair showing it in the orientation it adopts on

95 a flat horizontal surface but also showing it

with the frame and seat in a raised position;

Figure 3 is partial view similar to Figure 2
on an enlarged scale showing the movable
chassis and wheel assembly arrangement of

1 00 the invention in more detail;

Figures 4. 5 and 6 are side elevational

views showing stages in a stair climbing or a
stair descending cycle for the device accord-
ing to the invention;

1 05 Figure 4 shows the stage where the first

wheel of the leading wheel assembly has
started to descend the top step;

Figure 5 shows a further stage where the
. rear wheels of the leading and trailing wheel

110 assemblies are each resting on a step but the
steps are the top and third steps of the
sequence of steps and the front wheel of the
trailing wheel assembly is just about to make
contact with the second step tread, and the

115 front wheel of the leading wheel assembly is

just about to make contact with the fourth
step tread;

Figure 6 shows a further position in which
the front wheel of each wheel assembly is

1 20 rotating out down towards the flat surface
onto which the machine will eventually rest;

Figures 7 to 1 4 illustrate by reference only
to a single wheel assembly how the wheel
assembly climbs and descends a flight of

125 stairs;

Figure 1 5 is a diagrammatic front elevation
showing an alternative arrangement of wheel
mounting.
The general structure and assembly of the

1 30 wheel chair will now be described with refer-
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ence to Figures 1, 2 and 3; thereafter the
mode of operation will be described with
reference to Figures 4 to 14.

Referring to Figures 1. 2 and 3 the chair
has a load carrying frame 10 e.g. made of 70
tubular metal which supports a back rest
seat and arm rests and depending from be-
neath the seat a battery carrying framework
30. A controllable ball and screw cylinder
400 is pivotally mounted by a pivotal connec- 75
tion at each side of the side supports beneath
the seat and to the rear of the centre of
gravity. The cylinders are driven by power
take offs from motors which are controllable
so as to cause the pistons to extend or retract 80
in a controlled manner.
A floating chassis is located outside the

lower portion of the frame and extends long>
tudinalry thereof on each side of the frame/
This chassis consists of a pair of first and 85
second levers pivoted to each other and ex-
tending longitudinally of the frame. The sec-
ond lever 100 is pivoted to the first lever 110
which is attached to the frame by a pivotal

25 hnkage at the front of the frame. Each lever 90
1 10 is provided with drive means (not shown
for clarity in the drawings) whereby it can be
rotated in either direction around the pivot
121 and held in any desired angular relation-

«30 ship to the lever 100 to which it is pivoted 95
Each second lever 100 is also attached to the
trame by the above-mentioned cylinders 400
at the rear. Each cylinder 400 is pivoted
adjacent the mid-point of its second lever 10035 at its lower end and at its upper end to the 100
pivotal connection on the underside of the
side frame beneath the seat^Each second
lever carries at its front and rear end a wheel
assembly 150 and 200 each having arms

40 pivoted to the ends of the second levers, the 1 05arms being drivingly rotatable around their
prvots 121 and 141 respectively.

Each second lever also carries at a location
between its front end and the pivot point for45 the lower end of the cylinder a front wheel 1 1

0

assembly drive motor 300 and below and justbehind the rear of each second lever there is a

^o»^e,
Tl
SSemWy drive motor 350 si™larlymounted These motors are mounted so as tot>U extend inboard of the second levers so as not 115

to interfere with the wheels of the wheel
assemblies. The front wheel assembly motor
300 is also positioned at a distance below the

55 withZC^dJ?SiS **? that
* does not interfe'«with the power pack carrying framework 30. 1 20Each front wheel assembly motor 300 has adrive output shaft connected via a drive belt

or chain to a drive wheel at the front end of ,

its second lever which itself is connected to60 drive wheels for each of the wheel structures 1 25
1 60 1 70, 1 80. 1 90 (not shown) on the frontwheel assembly 150 and these drive wheels
are connected by chains or belts to drive
shafts at the wheel structures. A similar drivebb arrangement is provided for the wheel struc- 1 30

tures 210, 220 and 230 (not shown). 240
(not shown) of the rear wheel assembly 200

In more detail the frame 10 has back and
'

seat supporting side members 1 1 and 12
each affording rearwards extending handles
13. Armrest and front side members 14 and
1 5 are welded to the side members 1 1 and
1^ from between the seat and the backrest at
l b and extend therefrom up to an arm rest
position and down past the ends of the mem-
bers 1 1 and 12 to which they are again
welded at 1 7.

Front and rear cross members 18 (not
shown) are welded to the side members 1

1

and 1 2 between the points 1 6, 1 6 and 1 7 1

7

The side members 14 and 15 extend down*below foot level at the front and then curveup again at 19 to afford forwardly extendina
upwardly canted ends 21 which carry in-
wardry facing footrests 22.
^The side members 1 1 and 1 2 at the rear of
the seat 26 between the back of the frame
work 30 and the position 16 are provided
with downwardly extending ears 23 and 24
(not shown) affording pivotal bearings 25 and
«Zo (not shown).
The side members 14 and 15 have out-

wardly extending pins or shafts 27 and 28
(not shown) adapted to provide a pivotal con-
nection in the region 19, the lowest point of
their front ends.
The purpose of the pins 27 and 28 (not

shown) and bearings 25 and 26 will be
described below.

work 30 affords further cross bracing of the
trame 10 and as can be seen in Figure 1
consists of a pair of rear members 31 which
extend down from the side frames 1 1 and 12
at each side from a position just in front of the
centre of gravity 33 of the device then in-
wardly at 34, down at 35 and across to
provide a cross member 36. Side members

llZ ™ .
the bottom of th* tome-work 30 at each side and then up at 38 and

back out at 39 to the side members 14 and
1 5 to which they are welded at 40.
The battery and control mechanisms can be

mounted in this space.
The structure of the second levers 100 of

the bell crank levers affording the floatinq
chassis will now be described in more detail

Each second lever is of generally flattened
elongated dumbell or connecting rod or plate
shape, having round enlarged ends 120 140
affording common pivots 121 and 141 and a
strip hke rod portion 1 30.

Each second lever has a flange 125 extend-
ing down from the bottom edge of the second
lever in its front half.

This flange affords a mounting 126 (notshown) for a front wheel assembly drive motorJOO and also a pivot pin or bearing for the
other end of the ball and screw cylinder 400Each second fever also has a rearward ex-

*
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tension 1 42 beyond the rear enlarged end
1 40 on which a rear wheel assembly drive
motor 350 is mounted.
The mounting of the frame 1 0 on the

5 floating chassis will now be described in more
detail.

As mentioned above the floating chassis
comprises a second lever 100 pivoted to a
first lever 110 at the front. Each first lever

10 1 10 is pivoted at one end via a slot 1 1 1 to
the pin 27 or 28 and at the other end to the
second lever, so that the first lever can pivot
in a fore and aft direction relative to the
second lever and the wheelchair.

1 5 This allows the second levers to move from
a position parallel to the seat bottom where
the end 1 20 is directly above the region 1

9

as shown in Figures 2 and 3 to a position in

which it is below and in front of the region 1

9

20 and the second lever 100 is at an angle of
about 40* to the seat bottom as shown in

Figures 5 and 6. The first lever 1 10 in
moving from the position shown in Figure 3
to that shown in Figures 5 and 6 has moved

25 through about 1 50% i.e. relative to the
straight portion 1 7 of the side frame from
about 15* to about 165*. This movement is

brought about by extension of the piston 40

1

of the cylinder from its retracted position
30 (shown in Figure 3) via a partly extended

position (shown in Figure 4) to a more fully

extended position (shown in Figures 5 and 6).
The mounting of the wheel assemblies on

the second levers will now be described in

35 more detail.

The front wheel assemblies 1 50 have front
wheel structures 160, and 180 (see Figure 1)
and rear wheel structures 170 and 190 (not
visible). Similarly the rear wheel assemblies

40 200 have front wheel structures 210 and 220
(not visible) and 230 and 240 (not visible).

Each wheel structure, in each wheel assem-
bly is independently pivotalry connected to its

second lever. Each wheel structure is in fact a
45 pair of wheels and for example, for the wheel

structure 160, is mounted on a wheel carry-
ing arm 161 which has one end located
between the pair of wheels and the other end
pivoted to the end 120 of the second lever

50 100.
Each wheel structure, has a drive wheel e.g.

162 for wheel structure 160 which is keyed
to or formed with, e.g. integrally with, the
wheel 1 60 which is driven by a belt drive

55 163 from a drive wheel 164 mounted on the
end 120. Wheel structure 170 is similarly
driven via a drive wheel 172, belt 173 and
drive wheel 174. Drive wheels 162, 164,
172 and 174 are all the same diameter.

60 In an alternative arrangement shown in Fig-
ure 1 5 each wheel structure has a bevel gear
drive wheel e.g. 601 for the wheel structure
1 60 which is keyed to or formed with, e.g.
integrally with, the wheel 1 60, drive wheel

65 601 being driven by a mating bevel gear

wheel 602 which is driven by a shaft 603.
The shaft 603 is driven by a bevel gear 604
which is driven by a bevel gear 605. The
wheel structure 1 70 is similarly driven via a

70 drive wheel 610, a bevel 609. a shaft 608, a
bevel 607 and a bevel gear 606. Bevel gears
602. 604, 607 and 609 have the same pitch
circle diameter. Bevel gears 601, 610, 606
and 605 have the same pitch circle diameter.

75 The drive wheel 1 64 is keyed to or formed
from the drive wheel 174, (in the alternative
arrangement of Figure 1 5. the drive wheel
605 is keyed to or formed with, e.g. integrally
with, the drive wheel 606). These wheels 164

80 and 1 74 (or 605 and 606) are mounted on a
shaft to which a drive wheel 304 is keyed to
or formed with, e.g. integrally with. The
wheel 304 is driven by a belt 303 from the
drive wheel 302 of the front drive motor 300.

85 The drive wheels 164 and 174 incorporate
controllable torque clutches so that they can
be driven in either direction. When not being
driven they are locked relative to the lever

100 this causes the wheel structures 160 and
90 1 70 to be fixed in relationship to the surface

on which the wheel structures 160 and 1 70
are resting, this relationship being unaffected
by the movement of the arms 161 and 171.
The drive arrangement for the rear wheel

95 assemblies 200 is the same.
As mentioned above the wheel structures of

each wheel assembly are mounted on arms
which are independently pivotalry mounted on
the second levers and are independently driva-

1 00 ble by the drive motors.
For ease of reference and clarity in the

drawings these will be described for the rear
wheel assembly 200 (see Figure 3) (the arms
161 and 171 associated with the front wheel

1 05 assembly have been omitted in Figure 3).

Thus referring to Figure 3 the arm 211 is

freely mounted on the shaft to which the drive
wheel 304 is keyed, this arm 211 has a drive

. wheel which incorporates a controllable torque
1 10 clutch so that the arm can be driven in either

direction by the shaft. The arm 221 is also
freely mounted on the shaft to which the drive
wheel 304 is keyed, this arm 221 is provided
with a drive wheel and clutches in the same

1 15 way as arm 21 1.

The arms can be locked relative to the
chassis by any suitable means. Thus the drive
by which the arms can be rotated relative to
the common axis can be a worm and screw

1 20 drive, which gives good reduction, smooth
action and safety, being irreversible.

The arms 211 and 221 also have stop
structures. These limit the closest approach of
the arms 21 1 and 221 to 90o and consist of

125 radial faces 216 and 226 affording lower stop
structures and 217 and 227 affording upper
stop structures.

The arms also carry transducers 218 and
228 arranged to sense reactions on the

1 30 wheels. These are upwards floor or tread



reactions and fore and aft riser reactions. The
floor or tread reactions when the vehicle is on
the flat will have components along and
across the arm but when the device is climb-

S ing or descending will be either substantially

along the arm when it is vertical or across the
arm when it is horizontal.

The fore and aft reactions are those pro-
duced by the risers; when the device first

1 0 encounters a riser on climbing stairs the first

riser reaction will have components both
along and across the arm but again once
climbing has commenced the riser reaction
will be along the arm when the arm is hori-

1 5 zontal or across it When the arm is' vertical.

These transducers supply the signals which
control the climbing and descending routines.

Figures 7 to 14 illustrate by reference only
to a single wheel assembly how the wheel *

20 assembly climbs and descends a flight of
stairs. Figures 7, 8 and 1 4 illustrate the
sequences involved for a flight with steps of

equal tread depth and riser height throughout,
Figure 7 being the bottom step sequence and

25 Figure 14 the top step sequence and Figure 8
the sequence of intermediate steps.

Figures 9 to 1 1 illustrate how the device
accommodates steps which have a deeper
tread than riser height and Figures 11 to 1

3

30 illustrate how the device accommodates steps
which have a shallower tread than riser

height. Figures 7 to 14 illustrate the move-
ments of the descending sequence except that
the trajectories of the arching over wheel

35 differ between climbing and descending as
will be described below.
The Figures are shown in the drawings in

pairs, 7 and 8 aligned on the first riser 401,
9 and 1 0 aligned on the fourth riser 407, 1

1

40 and 1 2 aligned on the fifth riser 409, and 1

3

and 14 aligned on the sixth riser 41 1.

As mentioned above the wheel chair climbs
stairs backwards.
Thus in Figure 7 it is the rearmost wheel

45 structure 220 which rolling along the ground
400 engages the riser 401 of the first step.
The rear wheel assembly as shown in Figure 7
is initially in the condition shown in Figure 3
with the lower stop member 2 1 6 on the arm

50 21 1 engaging the lower stop member 226 on
the arm 221 so that the angle between the
arms 21 1 and 221 is 90\
The routine followed in Figure 7 involves

the following steps:

55 710) the wheel structure 220 (the first

wheel) engages the riser 401.
715) the transducer 228 on the arm 221

senses and confirms the upwards tread reac-
tion 420 and the fore and aft riser reaction

60 42 1 on the first wheel,
720) the arm 221 is driven by the motor

350 in a forward upstairs direction through an
angle A. preferably of 36*, around the axle
229 of the wheel structure 220,

65 730) the arm 21 1 is driven by the motor
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350 in a forward upstairs direction around the
common pivot 141 through an angle relative

,
to the pivot of 1 80' till the wheel structure

J 210 (the second wheel) occupies the position
70 425 shown in Figure 7 and the upper stops

217 and 227 of the arms 21 1 and 221 are
in engagement, (steps 720 and 730 are pre-
ferably carried out in unison), 740) the first

arm 221 now is driven by the motor 350
75 further forward in an upstairs direction around

the axle 229 of the wheel structure 220
through an angle C until the second wheel
contacts the tread 402 or riser 403 or both.
The routine followed in Figure 8 involves

80 the following steps:

815) the transducer 21 8 on the arm 211
senses whether there is upwards tread reac-
tion 426 or fore and aft riser reaction 427 on

.
the wheel structure 2 1 0 or as in this case

85 both and confirms this,

820) the arm 21 1 is driven by the motor
350 in a forward upstairs direction through an
angle A, preferably of 36\ around the axle
219 of the wheel structure 210,

90 830) the arm 221 is driven by the motor
350 in a forward upstairs direction around the
common pivot 141 through an angle B, rela-

tive to the pivot, of 1 80* till the wheel
structure 220 (the second wheel) occupies the

95 position 428 shown in Figure 8 and the lower
stops 216 and 226 of the arms 21 1 and 221
are in engagement (steps 920 and 930 are
preferably carried out in unison),

940) the second arm 211 now is driven by
100 the motor 350 further forward in an upstairs

direction around the axle 219 of the wheel
structure 2TO through an angle D (the value
of which depends on the step) until the first

wheel 220 contacts the tread 404 or riser

105 405 or both.

The alternating routine described for Figures
7 and 8 namely steps 720 to 740 and 81 5 to
840 is now followed repeatedly so long as the
steps remain of equal tread depth and riser

110 height until the top step is reached as shown
in Figure 14.

Assuming an even number of steps (there
are in fact 6) the routine (1400) in Figure 14
involves the following steps:

115 1 4 1 5) the transducer 228 on the arm 22

1

senses and confirms the upwards tread reac-
tion 1401 on the first wheel 220,

1420) the motor 350 is used to drive the
wheel 220 along the tread and landing 412

1 20 and the wheel 21 0 is allowed to rise up the
riser 41 1,

1430) the transducer 218 on the arm 21

1

senses upwards tread reaction 1 402 on the
wheel 210 once the position 1403 is

125 reached,

1420) both the wheels 210 and 220 are
now driven forward.

The way in which the device, deals with
steps of unequal tread depth and riser height

130 will now be described.
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The routine followed in Figure 9 involves
the same steps as followed in Figure 8 except
that in step 915, it is the tread 406 and the
riser 407 and at the end of the sequence the

5 wheel 220 rests on the tread 408 but is not
in contact with the riser 409 the depth of the
tread 408 being less than the height of the
riser 407.

•

The rout 'ne foH°wed next is that shown in
' 10 Figure 10 which involves the following steps:

101 5) the transducer 228 on the arm 221
senses that there is an upwards tread reaction
481 only on the wheel 220 from the tread
408,

1 5 1 020) the wheel 220 is driven by the
motor 350 into the riser 409 and the wheel
210 on the arm 21 1 is allowed to rise up the
riser 407, raising the common pivot axis 141.
The routine followed next is that shown in

20 Figure 1 1 and it shows both the end of the
procedure for handling a deep tread and also
the beginning of the procedure for handling a
shallow tread; it involves the following steps:

1 1

1

5) the transducer 228 on the arm 221
25 senses and confirms the tread reaction at 482

and the riser reaction 483,
1 1 20) the arm 221 is driven by the motor

350 in a forward upstairs direction through an
angle A, preferably of 36\ around the axle

30 229 of the wheel structure 220,
1 1 30) the arm 21 1 is driven by the motor

350 in a forward upstairs direction around the
common pivot 141 through an angle relative
to the pivot of 1 80* till the wheel structure

35 210 (the second wheel) occupies the position
25 shown in Figure 1 1 and the upper stops
21 7 and 227 of the arms 21 1 and 221 are
in engagement, (steps 1 1 20 and 1 1 30 are
preferably carried out in unison),

40 1 1 40) the first arm 22 1 now is driven by
the motor 350 further forward in an upstairs
direction around the axle 229 of the wheel
structure 220 through angle E until the sec-
ond wheel contacts the riser 411.

45 The routine followed next is that shown in
Figure 12 and h involves the following steps:
1215) the transducer 2 1 8 on the arm 2 1

1

senses and confirms that there is a riser
reaction at 1201 only,

50 1 220) the wheel 2 1 0 on the arm 2 1 1 is
allowed to drop down the riser 41 1 and the
wheel 220 is driven backwards along the
tread 408 by the motor 350,

1 225) the transducer 2 1 8 on the arm 2 1

1

55 senses and confirms the riser reaction at
1202 and the tread reaction at 1003.
The routine followed next is that shown in

Figure 13 and consists of steps 1320, 1330
and 1 340 analogous to steps 1 1 20 to 1 1 40

60 for Figure 11, except that the angle F in step
1 340 is greater than the angle E in step
1 1 40 and the wheel 220 comes to rest on
the tread 412 ready for the procedure of
Figure 14 which has already been described.

65 The descending operation is carried out
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with the front wheel assembly leading. The
procedure is then analogous to the climbing
procedure and it is thought unnecessary to
supply additional drawings.

70 Essentially the front wheel assembly 1 50 is
now involved instead of the rear wheel assem-
bly 200 and the first or leading wheel struc-
ture is 1 60 and the second or trailing wheel
structure is 1 70.

75 The movements of the arms 1 6 1 and 1 7

1

are downstairs (anticlockwise in the drawings)
however to ensure that the wheels remain
firmly urged into the confluence of tread and
riser the rotation of the wheels 160 and 1 70

80 is usually clockwise. The initial movement of
the arms, as in the climbing mode, is still

through angle A and it will be appreciated
that this now occurs in the initial movement
of the arm from the vertical towards the

85 horizontal rather than vice versa as in the
climbing mode. This causes a difference in
trajectory of the wheel which is arching over
on the arm which moves through the angle B.
In addition the transducers sense reactions in

90 the lower wheel rather than the upper wheel.
Apart from these differences the descending

procedure closely mirrors the climbing proce-
dure.

Thus the initial step is shown in Figure 14
95 if reference 160 replaces 210 and 161 re-

places 21 1 and 1 70 replaces 220, the rou-
tine (1500) involves the following sequence of
steps:

1 505) the wheels 160 and 1 70 are driven
1 00 by the motor 300 towards the edge of the

step 412,
1510) the axle 1 69 of the wheef-t60

passes over the edge and the transducer 168
on the arm 161 senses a drop in upwards

105 reaction to zero and reverses the direction of
drive of the wheel 160 and senses riser
reaction pressure 1504, while the wheel 1 70
continues to be driven downstairs (ami-

. clockwise).

110 The next step is shown in Figure 1 3 and
the routine (1 600) involves the following
steps:

1615) the transducer 1 68 on the arm 161
senses and confirms upwards tread reaction

115 1 605 and riser reaction 1 606,
1 620) the arm 1 61 is driven by the motor

300 in a downstairs (anticlockwise) direction
through an angle A preferably of 36', around
the axle 169 of the wheel structure 160,

1 20 1 630 the arm 1 7 1 is driven by the motor
300 in a downstairs direction around the
common pivot 121 through an angle, B,
relative to the pivot of 1 80* till the upper'
stops 167 and 177 of the arms 161 and 171

125 are in engagement (steps 1620 and 1630 are
preferably carried out in unison),

1 640) the first arm 161 now is driven by
the motor 300 further downwards around the
axle 1 69 of the wheel structure 1 60 through

1 30 an angle F until the second wheel 1 70 con-
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tacts the tread 407.
The next step is shown in Figure 1 2 and

the routine (1700) involves the following
steps:

5 1 7 1 5) the transducer 1 78 on the arm 1 7

1

senses and confirms an upwards tread reac-
tion 1501 only on the wheel 170,

1 720) the wheel 1 70 is driven clockwise
into the confluence of the tread 408 and riser

10 409 by the motor 300 and the wheel 160 is
allowed to rise up the riser 411.
The next step is shown in Figure 1 1 and

the routine (1800) is analogous to that de-
scribed for the climbing sequence for Figure

15 1 1 but modified as indicated above for the
descending sequence.
The routines for Figures 10, 9 and 8 are

similarly analogous to the climbing routines
described for these Figures but modified as

20 already indicated.

The routine when the chair reaches the floor
or landing at the bottom of the flight (Figure
7) is as follows: The wheel 1 70 is driven
clockwise into the confluence of the tread

25 400 and the riser 401 sensing reactions 420
and 421, the arm 161 is driven forwards and
downwards until the wheel 160 contacts the
tread 400. The wheel 160 is then driven
clockwise until the stops 216 and 226 are in
contact at which time the arms are at 90* to
one another and symmetrically disposed about
a vertical line through the common axis of the
arms, the logic is completed by the absence
of a horizontal reaction at the wheel 160

35 By this logic the assembly is known to have
reached a landing or floor at the bottom of a
flight.

CLAIMS
40 1 .

A stair climbing device comprising load
carrying means and one or more stair climb-
ing wheel assemblies located in driving rela-
tionship to the load carrying means, each
wheel assembly having a pair of arms

45 mounted for rotation about a common axis
each arm carrying a drivable wheel at or
adjacent its end remote from the common
axis, each arm being drivable around the
common axis, and drive means whereby each

50 wheel and each arm can be driven indepen-
dently. K

2. A device as claimed in Claim 1 in which
the minimum angle between the arms is 90o

rr 0
3. A device as claimed in Claim 1 or Claim

!>t> 2 which comprises two pairs of stair climbing
wheel assemblies located on either side of the
load carrying means, one pair located ajda-
cent the front of the device and one pair
adjacent the rear.

60
I?

d°vice as c,aimed
»n Claim 1, 2 or 3 inwhich each arm and associated wheel is pro-

vided with associated transducer means to
sense upwards reaction and fore and ah reac-
t.on on the wheel, and the transducer meansob are used to provide signals to initiate or

control the step climbing sequence of move-
ments which the device uses to climb stairs or
descend stairs.

5. A device as claimed in Claim 1, 2, 3 or/O 4 in which the load carrying means are levers
pivoted to a load carrying frame so that the
orientation of the load carrying frame, whilst
the device climbs the stairs, may be kept
largely the same as it is when the device is on75 the flat.

6. A device as claimed in any one of Claims
I to 5 in which a pair of load carrying means
are provided on either side of the load carry-
ing frame or platform, each comprising a pair

80 of levers pivoted to each other, one of the
levers, the first lever, being pivoted at or
adjacent its free end to the load carrying
frame or platform at or adjacent its front end
and the other lever, the second lever, being

85 pivotalry connected by a controllably extensi-
ble and retractable linkage which is pivotally
secured to the load carrying frame or platform
at a location remote from the point of location
of the first lever, the wheef assembly or wheel

90 assemblies being mounted on the second
lever.

7. A vehicle capable of ascending and de-
scending a straight flight of steps, comprising
a load carrying frame, first and second levers9o pivoted to each other constituting the load
carrying means, disposed on either side of the
frame, the first lever being pivotalry mounted
on the frame, and extension means connect-

*nn '?9 the second ,ever to frame, the exten-TOO sion means being such that the orientation of
the second lever to the frame may be control
lably adjusted, each second lever carrying first
and second wheel assemblies each comprising

mK
31

t
aSt^ ^heels, each mounted on an armlua e*cn arm D«*ng independently mounted on

the second lever, the arms in a wheel assem-
bly being mounted on a common axis and
being independently drivable, each wheel also

1 i n «
9 ,nde

P
endent|y livable and drive meansno for each wheel assembly whereby each wheel

and each arm in an assembly can be indepen-
dently and controllably driven.

8. A device as claimed in Claim 7 in which
the first and second levers are pivoted to each

1 1 5> other at the front end of the second lever, and
the front wheel assemblies are mounted coaxi-
airy with the pivot between the first and
second levers,

ion c ?
A device as claimed in any one of Claims

o to 8 in which separate drive means are
provided for each wheel assembly mounted
on the second lever on flanges extending
down from it and inboard of the second
levers.

125 10. A device as claimed in Claim 1 substan-
tially as specifically described herein with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings.

I I - A method of climbing stairs which

i on
comPrises P™Mng a stair climbing device as
claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 10 and
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then carrying out the following sequence of

steps:

510) engaging with and driving into the
riser of the first step either the front wheel or

5 wheels of the wheel assembly or assemblies
or the rear wheel or wheels of the rear wheel
assembly or assemblies when front and rear

assemblies are present, (this assembly being
referred to as the leading assembly and the

1 0 other assembly, if present, being referred to

as the trailing assembly, and this first en-
gaged wheel being referred to as the first

wheel and the other wheel as the second
wheel),

15 515) while continuing upstairs driving of
the first wheel rotating the first arm up
through an angle of less than 90* relative to
the first wheel axle,

520) driving the second arm up and around
20 above the first arm about the common axis of

the wheel assembly and beyond it through an
angle in excess of 90\ steps 20) and 30)
being carried out separately in any order or
together,

25 525) driving the first arm towards the verti-

cal or beyond (depending on the step dimen-
sions) until the second wheel makes contact
with the tread of the first step or the riser of
the second step or both, and holding the first

30 arm there, 530) sensing whether the contact
is with the tread (upwards reaction here acting
across the arm) or the riser (fore and aft

reaction here acting along the arm) or both,
535) if the contact is with the tread only,

35 driving the wheel forwards towards the riser

until contact with the riser is sensed,
540) if the contact is with the riser only

driving the second arm further round and the
first wheel backkwards away from the riser

40 until it is sensed that the second wheel is

making contact with both the first tread and
the second riser, 545) driving the second
wheel forwards towards the riser, steps 550)
to 580). the first arm and wheel now undergo

45 the same sequence of operations as under-
gone by the second wheel and arm and the
second arm and wheel the operations under-
gone by the first in steps 515) to 545),
and the cycle of steps 51 5) to 580) is

50 continued until the absence of a riser is

sensed in step 535), under which condition
the wheel sensing the absence of a riser

reaction continues to be driven forward as if

towards the riser and no rotational movement
55 of the arm which is then the rear arm of the

assembly is initiated, instead the wheel of that
arm rises up the riser, the angle between the
arms remaining the same, until this wheel
also reaches the flat surface of the tread and

60 landing of the top step, at which stage the
climbing operation is complete.

12. A method of descending stairs which
comprises

providing a stair climbing device as claimed
65 in any one of Claims 1 to 10, and then

carrying out the following sequence of steps:

600) the wheel assembly is driven towards
the edge of the top step,

605) the upwards reaction (here acting with
70 components along the arm and transverse to

the arm) on the wheel first reaching the edge
of the top step (the first wheel) reducing as
the axle of the wheel passes over the edge of
the step and sensing when there is no up-

75 wards reaction but only fore and aft reaction
from the riser of the top step,

610) driving the first wheel backwards (up-
stairs) towards and into the riser while contin-
uing to drive the second wheel forwards

80 (downstairs) as if away from the riser along
the landing and tread of the top step,

615) sensing when there is both tread and
riser reaction on the first wheel,.

620) while continuing backwards driving of
85 the first wheel towards the riser rotating the

first arm from the vertical forwards downstairs
and down towards the horizontal, through an
angle of less than 90* relative to the first

wheel axle,

90 625) rotating the second arm forwards
downstairs and down about the common axis
of the wheel assembly through an angle in

excess of 90*, steps 620) and 625) being
carried out separately in any order or to-

95 gether,

630) driving the first arm towards the hori-

zontal or beyond (depending on the step di-

mensions) until the second wheel makes con-
tact with the tread of the third step from the

1 00 top or the riser of the second step from the
top or both,

635) sensing whether the contact of the
second wheel is with the tread (upwards reac-
tion) or the riser (fore and aft reaction) or

105 both.

640) if the contact is with the tread only,
driving the second wheel backwards towards
and into the riser and the drive on the first

wheel (which is now the rear wheel) being
110 reduced to allow it to rise up the riser,

645) if the contact is with the riser only
driving the second wheel forwards until it

contacts the tread,

650) driving the second wheel backwards
115 towards and into the tread and riser,

steps 655 to 685), the first arm and wheel
now undergo the same sequence of opera-
tions as undergone by the second arm and
wheel and second arm and wheel the se-

1 20 quence of operations of the first arm and
wheel in steps 620) to 650),

690) the cycle of steps 620) to 685) is

repeated until upwards reaction on the wheel
which has just been moved from the trailing

1 25 to the leading position is sensed before the
arms on the wheel then engaging a tread and
a riser is sensed to have moved through 90\
and
695) driving both wheels forward away

1 30 from the riser together.
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1 3. A method as claimed in Claim 1 1 or
Claim 1 2 as applied to a device as claimed in
any one of Claims 6 to 10 in which the
movements of the arms, that move initially

5 through less than 90 #

, are carried out in

unison but the movements of the arms that
move through more than 90*, are carried out
separately so that at all times three wheels on
each side of the device are being driven into

1 0 the tread or riser or both of the step on which
they rest.

14. A method as claimed in Claim 11.12
or 13 substantially as specifically described
herein with reference to the accompanying

15 drawings.

1 5. A vehicle comprising a load carrying
frame, first and second levers pivoted to each
other constituting the load carrying means;
disposed on either side of the frame, the first

20 lever being pivotally mounted on the frame,
and extension means connecting the second
lever to the frame, the extension means being
such that the orientation of the second lever
to the frame may be controllably adjusted,

25 each second lever carrying first and second
wheel assemblies, drive means also being
provided whereby each first lever can be dri-
vingry rotated relative the second lever to
which it is pivoted, the arrangement being

30 such that by extension of the extension means
and operation of the drive means the load
carrying frame can be elevated relative to the
second levers.

16. A device as claimed in Claim 15 in
35 which the first and second levers are pivoted

to each other at the front end of the second
lever, and the front wheel assemblies are
mounted coaxially with the pivot between the
first and second levers.

40 17. A vehicle as claimed in Claim 1 5 or
Claim 16 and as claimed in any one of Claims
1 to 9.
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La prcsente invention .a pour but :

1* D'obvier a Finconvenient inherent a toutes

voiturcs d'enfants ou poussettes a roues classiques

qui est de ne pouvoir absorber une denivellation

brusque du terrain, trous, bosses, trottoirs, etc., sans

provoquer a Tarmature H a la charge transporter

enfant ou objet, des chocs brutaux susceptibles soil

de produire chez Tenfant des reactions ccrebrale*

ou physiques, parfois tres. graves, on de deteriorer

les objets ainsi deplaces;

2* De permettre soh le transport couche ou semi-

allonge d'un enfant ou d'un malade, soit de disposer

d"une contenance accrue pour le transport d'objets

ordinalrcrocnt trop importants pour une poussette

classique. De permettre un Replacement aise sur

terrain meuble ou sableux, ou un deplacement doux
sur terrain pierreux, galets, plages ou autres. .

Description. — La figure 1 represente, vu en ele-

vation A, et de face en B. un exemple d?
appKcation

de ladite voiture poussette.

Sur Faxe des roues centrales 1. munies ou non
4*un bandage elastique, se trouve montee en roue
libre* une poulie de grand diametre 2. Des potilies

de renvoi 3 et 4 sont disposees en avant et en
arriere des roues centrales arm de recevoir un che-

min de roulement eventud ou continu compose
<Tune corde (facier trempe, d*un cable metaDique
ou vegetal, <Fune courroie de cuir ou de caoutchouc,
ronde, plate ou trapezoTdale, ou autre, formant cbe-

min de roulement continu en cas de rencontre <Fun
obstacle de fort volume lequel cable ne porte que
sur le bas de la poulie de la roue centrale 1, et

passe legerement plus haul a la partie superieurc.
Un systeme approprie 6, a ressorU ou fixe relia-

ble ou automatiquf arjssant dircctement sur les

poulies 3 et \ sur leum arbres ou par interposition

'I'lSE leudeur, poulies en gafefe, «ur les cables, est

"prevu afin de les tenir constaroment tendus. Des

compensateurs a ressorts, ou autre, parLam de Tar-

mature du chassis de vehicule, permettent de tenir

en position convenable, et independamment du
systeme de roulement, le siege ou le coffre 8, sup-

p«»rte par le chassis central compose de tubes, de

pieces en bois, ou en matiere plastique ouCfutre.

Un brancard 9, permet de pousser-et dinger le

vehicule.

La figure 2 represente une application integrate

du systeme decrit. Les roues centrales 1 sont sup-

primees. Le roulement normal »V£Tectuant dirccte-

ment sur les bandes prevues ci-dessus, ce dispositif

permettant meme la montee des escatiers et <Fabor-

der toutes dcnivdlations du sol sans aucun choc de
portee pratique.

La figure 3 represente le vehicule adapte pour
position eouchee, ou semi-eouchee de Penfant, ou
Futilisation a grand volume pour transport <Fobjeta.

Dans cette figure, les cables de roulement. ont et£

remplaces pour Texemple par des courroies trap£»

zoidales en caoutchouc formant portee elastique sur
lesot
La figure 4 represente une variante du present

vehicule avec montage sur deux poulies centrales eh
place d*une seule.

Ce type etant prevu plus speciaiement pour le

transport plus aise coupe de ' sUtionnement, dea
malades a titre prive, ou a Finterieur des hopiUux.

L'ensemble de tous ces roodeles est prevu
rep! i able, si utile.

RisvuL

La prcsente invention comprend la realisation

(Tune voiture cPenfant ou (Tune poussette substi-

tuant la translation partielle ou totale, dite-y che-

nilles en remplacement des roues classiques habi-

tuellement utilisees sur ces vefikules afin de pouvoir
franchir les obstacles du sol, canivaux, trottoirs ou
autres. sans provoquer de chocs brutaux, dangereux
ou nefastes, soit aux enfants, soit aux objets

transporter

De permettre un transport ameliore dea maladcs.
notammenI dans les hopitaux et d'etre susceptible

<Tun meiUeur deplacement sur terrains meubles ou
sablonneux ou caillouteux teb que plages par
exemple,

Mtacn.-Jnu-Wi'u l>AGKS.
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